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Infrastructure instead of tools…

• Asking about tools is a little like asking about 
what kind of cars we want to use or drive…

• …without first asking about what kinds of 
roads or highways or bridges we need to build

• Standards, tools and services will change or 
even come and go

• But infrastructure persists over much longer 
timeframes



IIIF (http://iiif.io)
IIIF (International Image Interoperability Framework) has the 
following goals:

• To give scholars an unprecedented level of uniform and rich 
access to image-based resources hosted around the world.

• To define a set of common application programming 
interfaces that support interoperability between image 
repositories.

• To develop, cultivate and document shared technologies, 
such as image servers and web clients, that provide a 
world-class user experience in viewing, comparing, 
manipulating and annotating images.



JHU Infrastructure

• JHU Archive
• FSI Image Server
• JHU IIIF Image Service
• JHU IIIF Presentation Software
• Mirador or some other IIIF viewer



Demonstrations

• Prototype Shared Canvas viewer developed in 
2013 

• IIIF-compliant Mirador viewer with content 
from Archaeology of Reading (AOR)

• IIIF-compliant Mirador viewer with content 
from Roman de la Rose, Christine de Pisan and 
AOR













Use cases

• In our view, use cases are more than a couple of 
sentences

• They are structured descriptions with specific 
steps, actors, preconditions, outcomes, etc. from 
which software developers can ultimately derive 
requirements

• We use a template developed from well-
established software development practices of 
the Data Conservancy



Image: Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
The Philip S. Collins Collection, 1945-65-3, f.13v

Roman de la Rose (Romance of the Rose) 
by Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun
trans. Frances Horgan



A Rose by any other metadata…?

…exploring citation and relationships 
using semantic annotations



Questions

• How do scholars and students want 
to use this resource?

• What can we do in the digital 
environment that we cannot do with 
the original manuscripts?





ID: SCUC2.4 Title: User annotates and tags instances of the character ‘Fortune’ in the 
text and images of a manuscript 

Description: Main actors: user and SC viewer interface. The user annotates and tags instances of the name 
‘Fortune’ and images of Fortune; they provide references to articles on Fortune in the Roman de la Rose in 
JSTOR. 
Trigger: The user is researching description and depictions of Fortune in the Roman de la Rose. Discovering that 
these instances are not yet annotated, the user decides to annotate and tag them in order to facilitate their 
research. 
Preconditions: The user logged in. They have open a MS image that they wish to annotate. Images have unique 
identifiers and annotations, when created, are assigned unique identifiers.
Steps for main success scenario: 1. The user identifies the manuscript images that contain text or illuminations 
relating to the allegorical figure of Fortune.
2. The user designates a folder for these images in their online workspace to facilitate their work with the 
images.
3. The user works through the textual and visual references, annotating them with explanations, commentary, 
links to articles, links to other media such as video or audio commentary. In each case they  tag them with 
appropriate metadata.
4. Having created the annotations and tags, the user then sets about creating semantic links between the 
annotations as they see fit. For example, the user may wish to link all depictions of Fortune that show her with 
a wheel, or link from descriptions of Fortune in manuscripts with one version of the text to a manuscript with a 
different version of the text.
5. Once the user has created these annotations, tags and links, they can find this work in a number of ways: 
either by visiting their folder and opening the images, or by searching using the term ‘Fortune’ and other tags 
they may have applied.
Postconditions: The user has a set of materials for research and teaching which are annotated, tagged, 
semantically linked and easily discoverable. 
Author: Tamsyn Rose-Steel
[Alternate scenarios; Frequency of use; Status]





Data table of Rose relationships in Gephi



Lover

Macrobius

Scipio

God of Love

God

Rose

Hate

Cruelty

Baseness Covetousness

Avarice

Envy

Sorrow

Old Age

Religious Hypocrisy

Poverty

Idleness

Alexander

Pleasure

Joy

Courtesy

Pleasant Looks

Beauty

Wealth

Wealth's beau

Largesse
Largesse's beau

King Arthur

Generosity of Spirit

Generosity of Spirit's Beau

A son of the Lord of Windsor

Courtesy's beau Youth

Youth's beau

The network of 
relationships between 
characters in the first part 
of the Roman de la Rose up 
to the description of the 
Spring of Narcissus.





Thank you!

Dr Tamsyn Rose-Steel
CLIR/Mellon Fellow in Data Curation for Medieval Studies
Digital Research and Curation Center and
Department of German and Romance Languages and Literatures
Johns Hopkins University

manuscriptlib.org
romandelarose.org

@rosediglib
@TamsynMedieval

T.Rose-Steel@jhu.edu
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Critical Edition : text, variants, and  emendations





1. What are Medieval Manuscripts ?
Complex handwritten artifacts 

Illumination/image:
Poet/Christine de Pisan

rubric

decorated initial

Decorated initial

Marginal decoration:
Vineleaf/fleur-de-lysText Column delineators

Text in elegant scribal
hand 

2 perhaps three artisans involved: scribe, illuminator, decorator 30



Adapted from an OAC presentation by Rob Sanderson
Pierpont Morgan 804

The Froissart Chronicle

31





Poem Divided into Narrative Sections permits algorithm 
to match sections from one ms. To another 



Clicking on Narrative Section ID accesses thumbnail Images and MS identifiers
for MSS on  the Site



Manuscripts =
books with a difference

What difference?

“manuscript” human activities

writing, painting, editing viewing, reading, thinking

manuscript page = a space of social media

a. Religious texts
b. Secular moral works

35



“Doing Things with Manuscripts:”
Digital Projects

King Charles V’s Library, Authority,
& Christine De Pizan 36



Digital Research Agendas

King Charles VI
Christine de Pizan, 

Europe’s first 
Professional woman

writer

BL, Harley 4431, f. 95
Paris, 1406-1410 37



Düsseldorf AB142, f. 11v, Paris, 14e Siècle Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1945-65-3, f. 3v
Paris, 1440-1480 

38



Roman de la Rose, B.M. Dijon 525, ff. 5r-v
Mathias Rivalli, copiste 39



Sustainability

• Importance of infrastructure as it relates to 
sustainability

• Roman de la Rose digital library has existed since 
mid-1990s with migrations across multiple 
technical tools, platforms, standards, etc.

• Allows scholars to dive deeply into data (e.g., set 
theory applied to Rose manuscripts)
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